VERSUS SKATEZINE & PLUS #72
SPECIAL “KING OF BERLIN” PERSONAL ISSUE

Welcome you idiots! Alright, if you are reading this, it means you are in
Berlin (and not wasting the best years of your life at job);
And, you’re about (supposed) to have the best time of your life!
So, get yourself ready, this shit gonna / has to be wild!
Well, you know the “King Of The Road” videos from Thrasher right?
Ok, so it’s more or less the same right here. If you wanna win, you have
to get some points. And to get some points, you will have to skate and/or
complete challenges. Here a small example:
Tear down your own T-shirt (10pts/tshirt): 111			

Total: 30pts

!!! RULES !!!
! You should always have this book with you !
! You should read it completely before starting anything !
! You will need at least 3 witnesses to be able to validated each challenge !
! Judges will have to communicate their verdict before we are are back in Bern !
! If Jey don’t have your “book” with him when I’m back home = eliminated !
! When “Each different trick” is mentioned, please write down all of them !
! Jey will participate if and only if all of you want him to participate !
! Don’t forget to write your name (bottom of this page) !
! Please, be honest, don’t cheat, we trust you !
! Entire Trip = from Bern to Bern !
! Losing this book = eliminated !
! Judge can’t vote for themself !
! Only = No exceptions !
Here is your own personal book! Take care of it! There is only one / person
Got it? Easy no? Alright, so Hey! Ho! Let’s go!
About spots, man, here is the best website you can dream about:
w w w. s k h a t e y o u . c o m
You guys have an iphone right? Or a computer? There are way too many
spots to right them down here... Good luck, have fun, enjoy!

INFOS
Name:
www.versus-skatezine.ca - jeremyversusdurand@hotmail.fr
Jérémy Durand (WG Tom Berger)
Neubrückstrasse 45. 3012 Bern - Switzerland

MINUS POINTS
Take a shower (-1pt/shower)
Broken board (-5pts/board)

SEARCH AND DESTROY
Find this spot and film a line (stairs) (30pts)
(Volkspark Frieddrichschain)

Do not have this book with you (-5pts/day)
Ask somebody for a pen to fill out this book (-1pt/each time)
Puke (-5pts/each time)
Complain (-2pts/each time)
Say the word “Negga”, “Jeez”, or “I like” (-1pt/each time)
Mongo push (switch AND regular) (-3pt/each time)
Nollie crooked (-3pt/each time)
Wax (-2pts/each time)
Throw away your board (stress...) (-2pts/each time)
Wear Nike, Adidas and other NON-skateshoes company (-10pts)
Drink alcohol without cheering with your friends before (-2pts/each time)
Do not have Versus #64 DIY done before the end of the trip (-50pts)
Mess up the filming of a friend’s trick (-10pts)
Drink a alcohol-free beer (-10pts/each time)
Be the last guy “ready to go” (-2pts/each time)
Do not understand a challenge and ask a friend to explain (-2pts/each time)
Listen to “minimal” loud (-5pts)
Say no to a beer / drink (-3pts/each time)
Ask a friend for a sip (of whatever) while skating (-3pts/each time)

Find this spot and drop the big bank from the top (40pts)
(Gemäldegalerie, Matthäikirchplatz 8 (Kulturforum)
10785 Berlin (near Tiergarten)

SEARCH AND DESTROY
Find this spot and skate it (30pts)
(Mellowpark an der Wuhlheide 256, 12555 Berlin)

SEARCH AND DESTROY
Find this spot and skate it (20pts)
(Tempelhof, Freizeitpark Marienfelde, Diedersdorfer Weg, Bus 172 oder 177
Haltestelle Malteserstrasse/Nahmitzer Damm)

Find this spot and drop it (20pts)
Find this spot and skate it (30pts)
(Warschauer Strasse S3, S5, S7, S9, S75)

(Revaler Strasse 99, 10245 Berlin, S/U Banhof Warschauer Strasse)

LONGEST, BIGGEST, CRAZIEST, ETC...

(Judges will have to communicate their verdict as soon as the trip is over)

Biggest Gap (Pascal M. is the judge) (20pts)
Worst slam (Pascal M. is the judge) (20pts)

SPECIAL / CRAZY / STUPID / WHATEVER
Manage to make Jan drinking a sip of your beer (10pts)
Offer a present to Sancho for his birthday (0 to 10pts, Sancho is the judge)

Craziest Handrail (Sancho is the judge) (20pts)

Put a sticker of your shop / sponsor on the friend’s board riding for
another shop / sponsor (2pts/board)

Best role-model (Sancho is the judge) (20pts)

Take a picture of your friend taking a shower (10pts)

Best transition trick (Pascal G. is the judge) (20pts)

Take a picture of Pascal M. riding transition (10pts)

Craziest downhill (Pascal G. is the judge) (20pts)

Talk ONLY french during the ENTIRE trip (10pts)

Craziest Drop (Charly is the judge) (20pts)

Tear down your own T-shirt (15pts/tshirt)

Longest grind (Charly is the judge) (20pts)

Eat ONLY Kebap during the ENTIRE trip (20pts)

Longest / highest / nicest, backside tailslide (Jan is the judge) (20pts)

Get kicked out of a bar / restaurant / club (15pts)

Longest slide (Jan is the judge) (20pts)

Get a ticket from the Police (20% of the amount of the fine = your points)

Most stylish flip trick (Simu is the judge) (20pts)

DO NOT skate switch or nollie during the ENTIRE trip (10pts)

Craziest combo-trick (Simu is the judge) (20pts)

Skate ONLY switch or nollie during the ENTIRE trip (25pts)

Best overall trick (Milä is the judge) (20pts)

Skate a (no-skatepark) handrail wearing sunglasses (10pts)

Best overall skater (Milä is the judge) (20pts)

Wear 1 T-shirt ONLY during the ENTIRE trip (25pts)

Coolest dude (Claudio is the judge) (20pts)

Sing “Ace of Spades” in a karaoké (10pts)

Craziest Party-Animal (Claudio is the judge) (20pts)

Finish Versus #64 DIY BEFORE the end of the trip (50pts)

Biggest appetite (Claude is the judge) (20pts)

Buy a skatemag / skatevideo (5pts/item)

Best joke (Claude is the judge) (20pts)

Versus Stencil on your griptape (20pts)

Nicest “souvenir” bought on the trip (Jey is the judge) (20pts)

Make out with a girl / woman (her age = your points)

Longest powerslide (Jey is the judge) (20pts)

Have sex with a girl / woman (her weight = your points)
Drop a Vert-ramp with a friend, while holding hands (20pts/each guy)

TECH-SHIT, G-UNIT AND MORE

SKANERZ

10 different flip-tricks IN A ROW (10pts)

Ollie 10 stairs (10pts / +1pt for each stair more)

10 different 360 degrees spin (board and / or body) (20pts)

Firecracker 5 stairs (5pts / +1pt for each stair more)

Every kickflip IN A ROW (8pts)

Trick down a double-set (15pts/trick)

Every heelflip IN A ROW (8pts)

Everything else than ollie or firecracker down 10 stairs (20pts)

Every shove-it IN A ROW (10pts)

5 different tricks in a row WITHOUT push (or tic-tac) between (10pts)

Switch 360 flip (10pts)

Lear a new trick (10pts/trick)

Switch hard-flip (10pts)

No-comply (2pts/each different)

Lazer flip (15pts)

Boneless 5 stairs (5pts / +1pt for each stair more)

Switch lazer-flip (50pts)

Grind Pool-coping (10pts)

Triple kickflip (20pts)

Grab trick 6 stairs (10pts / each different +1pt for each stair more)

BS Pop shove-it with bs body varial 360 degrees (20pts)

Ollie up 4 stairs (10pts / + 1pt for each stair more)

FS Pop shove-it with fs body varial 360 degrees (20pts)

Skate a (no-skatepark) 6 stairs handrail (15pts / +1pt for each stair more)

Every bluntslide (10pts/each different)

Hippie-Jump 360 degrees (10pts)

Every late flip or shove-it (3pts/each different)

FS or BS Crailslide (10pts)

Every body varial / sex change trick (with pop) (3pts/each different)

FS or BS Flip 5 stairs (20pts / +1pt for each stair more)

Fs lipslide - to fs 5-0 - fs 180 out (30pts)

Fakie or Nollie Flip 5 stairs (20pts / +1pt for each stair more)

Flip IN or OUT trick (10pts/trick)

Benihana (15pts)

Everytrick 270 degrees IN or OUT (10pts/trick)

Everytrick landed cross-footed (10pts / each different)

Switch or nollie FS Crooked grind (15pts)

Skate a roof-gap (20pts)

Switch drop Vert-ramp (50pts)

Wallride (no-skatepark) (10pts)

Switch firecraker 5 stairs (10pts / +1pt for each stair more)

Wallie (10pts)

WASTERZ
Shotgun (10pts/shotgun)
Tequila Suicide (15pts/each)
Tequila massacre (50pts/each)
Beer (1pt/each)
Collect beer caps (1pt/each) (+ the last day, the guy having the biggest
amount will get an extra 20pts bonus)
Drink ONLY alcohol during the ENTIRE trip (50pts)
Smokers don’t smoke ANYTHING during the ENTIRE trip (50pts)
Non-smokers smoke 1 cigarette / day (5pts/day)
Be the first one to drink a beer in the morning (before 10am) (12pts)
Take a “beer-shower” (empty a full beer over your head) (12pts)
Have 1 beer / hour during 24h (12pts)
Offer a beer to a homeless dude (10pts/each time)
Sniff a line of everything else than drug (15pts/each)
To Jan:
You have 4 possibilities (choose one before the “contest” start):
- you stop being straight edge during this trip...
- you don’t do anything on this page, and don’t get any points...
- you can do all those challenges replacing alcohol by the drink of your
choise, but ALWAYS with the same drink (example: schweppes lemon?)...
- you choose to get 50% from the amount of points the “winner” of this
categorie will get but will have to give him the points you’ve got on
another challenge. He can choose which one (text at the end, not allowed).
To Sancho:
Every points of each challenges in this categorie will be double, every time
you manage to buy alcohol (or cigarettes) by yourself.

FUTURE VERSUS CONTENT
At the end of the journey, write down a text about this King Of Berlin trip:
(all languages accepted) (100pts!)

